
Identify the visual privacy safeguards 
currently provided and blind users expect

Develop and evaluate AI-powered 
prototypes with blind people

Co-design datasets and visual assistance 
interfaces with blind people

Abigale Stangl

Analysis of 13 VAT companies' privacy policies 
showed that the collection, management, and 
processing of users’ data rarely and 
inconsistently specified in companies’
privacy policies.

Blind people’s values and expectations for visual privacy center on transparency of communication of the handling of their 
visual data when using VATs. Yet, they do not commonly know about what happens to their visual media when they use 
camera-based technologies. This leads to high levels of concern, and a mismatch between their expectations.
All the while, control and ownership of their visual data is of utmost importance, yet users of visual assistance 
technologies experience limited choice over how their visual, private personal data is handled.

This work is done in collaboration with 
Leah Findlater, Danna Gurari, Yang Wang, 
Pardis Emami-Naeini, Tanusree Sharma, 
and Lotus Zang. Additional support comes 
from CREATE at UW.
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Step 1. Train
algorithms 
using base 
classes of 
objects from
existing datasets 
of images taken 
by blind people.

Construction of a dataset of images and videos 
captured by blind people that contain prop 
private data to train computer vision learning 
algorithms = representation through data.
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Development of few-shot learning 
algorithms that inform users if their 
pictures contain such private content 
categories.

Collection of real private 
information from 
images/videos is ethically 
complicated. We instead
use prop private data,
which is not private to any 
individual. The props are 
demonstrative of information 
that blind people consider to 
be private.

30 blind participants take
two images/two videos of 15 
props that contain private 
visual content using a novel 
and accessible data 
collection tool.

Prop Creation and Delivery

Team creates and distributes
15 props with instructions via
braille and QR code.

Prop Capture with VizPriv App
Participants capture a 
foreground and background 
image and video of each prop 
using the VizPriv Application.

Prop Annotation
Team validates that no real 
private data is captured in the 
images/videos before 
annotation and public release 
of the dataset.

Blind people face a trade-off between preserving their privacy vs. accessing information about their surroundings and visual media.

University of Washington, Human Centered Design and Engineering

Safeguarding Private Visual Information

People who are blind or have low vision use visual assistance technologies (VATs) to 
access information about their surroundings and images/videos.
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Step 2. Generalize algorithms using 
novel classes of private objects 

(the focus of the co-design of
datasets).

Step 3. Evaluate the predictive
abilities of the few-shot model to identify

additional types of private objects.

Step 4. Test the 
system to see if it 
provides users with 
choice over what 
happens to their 
private visual data 
while still delivering 
visual assistance.
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Private Visual Content

Our prior work has identified that blind people capture blind content
in their images, the types of content that blind people consider to be
private, and their visual privacy concerns.
Private Visual Content are text, objects, identity, and location data 
captured within images, videos, and live-feed that people consider 
to be personal, sensitive, and proprietary.

Object and text-based information 
found in blind people’s images.

Concern rating for content considered 
to be private by blind people.
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Visual Assistance- Interpretation and Description

Few-
Shot
Model

Artificial intelligence 
identifies text,
objects, people, 
locations, and more 
using computer 
vision models, and 
collect, manage and 
process users’ 
personal data to 
train their systems.
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1. VATs take images and videos as input
2. Use humans or artificial intelligence to identify and interpret the objects, people, text
3. Provide auditory descriptions of that content

CI Fellowship Objectives and Outcomes
The aim of this work is to design visual assistance technologies that use computer vision algorithms to preserve blind people’s 
visual privacy. We address the value-based trade-offs blind people encounter in this context using three user-centric approaches.

They access 
private content.

Paid or volunteer 
Sighted Remote 
Assistants provide 
visual assistance 
and interpretations 
of images, videos, 
live-stream.
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